Generally, comparison can be described as a fundamental method that orients people in their environment so that they can distinguish (differentiate) and categorize (classify) what they see and experience. More specifically, it is an intellectual technique used in various scientific disciplines and performed and evaluated in many different ways (Lutz et al. 2006; Elkins 2007) . While texts, verbal imagery, patterns of behavior, styles of thinking, and cultures are compared in cultural and literary studies, art history deals explicitly with the comparison of images. In art history, comparative visual analysis is one FIGS. 1a, 1b: Darmstadt Madonna (Madonna of Jakob Meyer zum Hasen) by Hans Holbein, 1526, 146.5 × 102 cm, Städelsches Kunstinstitut Frankfurt am Main, and a copy of Holbein's Madonna by Bartholomäus Sarburgh, 1635/1637, 158.9 × 103 cm, Gemäldegalerie Alter Meister, Dresden. For a long time, the painting on display in the Dresden Gemäldegalerie (right) was regarded as a product of the hand of Hans Holbein. In the nineteenth century, a painting with the same motifs and composition was discovered (left), and a dispute about the authenticity of the Dresden version broke out. Public comparison and discussion of the two paintings during an exhibition in 1871 decided the dispute in favor of the second picture. Direct comparison made a strictly formal and precise comparison of styles possible. An empirical procedure was established that based its findings on the examination of details, the individual characteristics of the artist's hand, painterly methods, techniques, and color materials. This procedure has since become an integral element of art-historical methodology. Oskar Bätschmann and Pascal Griener, Hans Holbein the Younger: Die Darmstädter Madonna (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer-Taschenbuch-Verlag, 1998) . 
FIG. 2: A page from the March 2008 issue of Cicero: Magazin für politische
Kultur. These two photographs were compared in the context of an article by the German historian Götz Aly. The essay argues for the existence of direct parallels between the rise of the Nazis in the 1930s and the student revolts of 1968 in Germany and Berlin. According to Aly, both were "young" movements with a "totalitarian language" and a "tendency towards violent activism" that pursued a "takeover of power." The two images are supposed to convey this connection; at first glance, the similarities in their composition and subjects are striking. Yet the question is whether, beyond the formal similarities of the images, the differences do not in fact predominate. The people in the upper image are men involved in a ballgame in the open air, with raised heads and outstretched arms. In the lower photo, by contrast, men, women, and a child pose in a confined space, their heads lowered, arms and legs rigidly spread along a wall; the arrangement would seem to quote the scene of an arrest. Criticizing the Cicero article, the daily newspaper Die Tageszeitung (Taz) was able to show in an article entitled "Nackerte Tatsachen" ("Bare Facts") that the presentation of the pictures obscured or falsified their contexts and the dates on which they were made. The second photograph, of Kommune I, was taken by Thomas Hesterberg after the shah's visit to Germany in 1967; the other is a still from Wilhelm Prager's 1924 film Wege zu Kraft und Schönheit, which seeks to portray the rebirth of the body from the spirit of antiquity. The comparison seems evocative and persuasive enough at first glance but on closer inspection turns out to be not only formally but also historically untenable. Götz Aly, "Unser Kampf: 1968 ," Cicero, March 2008 and © akg-images and © Hesterberg, Thomas / Süddeutsche Zeitung Photo.. of the central methodological paradigms of analysis and argumentation. As such, it serves to order works of art historically into schools and eras, to identify unknown masters, and to identify authentic and inauthentic, genuine and counterfeit works (Wölfflin 1932; Friedländer 1930; Gombrich 1960; figs. 1a and 1b) . At the same time, comparative visual analysis plays a fundamental role as a basis for argumentation in presenting such findings in publications and slide lectures.
One reason for the difficulties in theorizing comparative visual analysis seems to lie in the double role that comparison plays in this discipline as an instrument of analysis and argumentation. Comparative visual analysis was part of the implicit basic know-how or "tacit knowledge" (Michael Polanyi) of art-historical writing long before art history was established as an academic discipline in the nineteenth century (Friedländer 1942) . Even today, it forms a self-evident and largely unquestioned part of the discipline as a means of acquiring knowledge, of analyzing and describing images. This may explain why comparative practices have only rarely been investigated as a problem in their own right.
Based on the German art historian Heinrich Dilly's seminal research, art history scholars have more recently carried out studies that have investigated the meaning and scope of comparison as a method in the development of art history as an academic discipline; in particu-COMPARING IMAGES lar, they traced the history of the material foundations of comparison, which were laid by the emergence of new reproductive media such as photography and their connections with science (Dilly 1975; Wenk 1999; Nelson 2000; Ratzeburg 2002; Reichle 2002; Bader 2007) . At the same time, art history has repeatedly reproached itself for not adequately substantiating the comparisons it makes: with the help of apparently "evident" visual comparisons, relationships between images are more implicitly asserted than verbally or contextually deduced. The objection that there are images that simply cannot be compared implies the accusation that relations are claimed where divergence-indeed, irreconcilable difference, regarded as essential-is the strikingly predominant observation (Geimer 2006) . It is a rhetorical quality of comparative presentation that showing two images in juxtaposition tends to suggest relationships more than distinctions, just as positioning two or more images on a surface or in a space seems to suggest a certain direction in which to "read" them. In consequence, the danger can arise of generating "accidental similarities" (Geimer 2010; fig. 2 ).
It should be noted, however, that it is initially a fundamentally open question what a juxtaposition of images-particularly during research-is supposed to express. The visual confrontation of two objects is inherently capable of both revealing relationships and emphasizing difference and specificity more sharply; it can distinguish more clearly or bring closer together, as the art historian Otto Pächt explained in The Practice of Art History (Pächt 1999, 87-104) . To this must be added the potential of montage to create something new beyond the individual images from which it is composed, as the French art historian Georges DidiHuberman has pointed out (Didi-Huberman 2010) .
Pächt emphasized that what is compared is oriented toward what the comparison is supposed to achieve. The collating of images is carried out based on decisions and in accordance with epistemic interests that may vary widely. For example, in an attempt to initially view and classify visual material, comparison can provide a first orientation and then sharpen the eye, leading to an understanding of the particularity of a work or a group of works. We might say that every comparison serves to elucidate an image by drawing on other images. Following Pächt, the distance between the objects compared in a first step must be as short as possible (Pächt 1999, 87) . But it does not follow that comparability simply results from formal congruities. In fact, comparability is constituted by at least one constant, which, as the tertium comparationis, forms its basic precondition, and formal similarity is just one such criterion among many. Comparability can also be based on a tertium comparationis that is not present at the visible level of the image but is, for example, established by a shared context. Further bases for comparison in this sense might be a shared time or place of origin, a shared theme or subject, or the same design purpose. In such cases, two images may be juxtaposed that show two completely different outcomes even though they were, for example, created to achieve the same end. With regard to technical images, the spectrum of comparison criteria is expanded by the scientific contexts from which the images come, the functions they serve in these contexts, and the imaging technology used to generate them. A particular challenge is posed by comparisons of artistic and non-artistic images and the investigation of migrating imagery that diffuses through various disciplines. Here, too, comparison must always be made based on an awareness of the epistemic interests and deliberately selected criteria. For instance, when similar images are brought together with a particular interest in the transmission and adoption of forms, such comparison should be undertaken, on the one hand, with an awareness of the possible difference between individual associations, the viewer's own visual memory, and that of the creator of the image. On the other hand, formal proximity must be continually related to other criteria such as function, context, and the conditions under which the images were produced. It is then just as possible for a comparison to fail to produce useful knowledge as it is for it to visibly provide associative, productive cause for thought and initiate new investigations (figs. 3a-3c). Whether a comparison is useful can only be determined in the course of further research and a detailed investigation of the objects brought together as well as in the discussion following a public presentation of comparisons. In this process, the relative significance of equivalences and differences should be subject to ongoing critical revision. The legitimacy of a presented comparison can only be determined by the verbal argumentation that accompanies it. This also means that the respective interests in it must be disclosed and made transparent. -VD The term iconological analysis designates the art-historical method that seeks to complement the method of icono g raphy, which identifies and interprets subjects and motifs. Iconological analysis synthesizes the precise description of a work with studies of its contexts. This synthesis guides the interpretation of the work (Warnke 1980; Schmidt 1993; Warburg 1999) . Although the method is central to the work of the German art historian Aby Warburg , his student Erwin Panofsky was the first to develop and publish a three-stage model of iconological analysis; he called the third stage of this model "iconological interpretation" (Panofsky 1970 and 1981; Holly 1984) . Since then, iconological analysis has been taken to refer to the step-by-step interpretation of pictorial artifacts within their cultural and historical contexts (Elsner et al. 2012; Mitchell 1986) .
According to Panofsky's model, interpretation other artifacts related to the work of art. Such meaning may not be apparent to the observer at first glance, nor was it necessarily intended by the producer or commissioner of the work. Iconology as practiced by Panofsky, especially in the concluding phase of the interpretation, seeks to place a work in a wider context of meaning. The interpreter's profound and broad knowledge of the cultural and historical context of the work serves as a corrective to his "personal psychology" or "worldview."
In 1912, Aby Warburg described iconological analysis in the conclusion to his lecture on the frescoes in the Palazzo Schifanoia, Ferrara, as a method "that can range freely, with no fear of border guards, and can treat the ancient, medieval and modern worlds as a coherent historical unity." He proposed that art historians examine "the purest and the most utilitarian of arts as equivalent documents of expression" (Warburg 1999), overcome begins with a formal description (first stage), proceeds to an iconographic analysis of content (second stage), and then determines the meaning of the work of art (third stage). This last phase analyzes the period in which the work was created and the prevailing social, political, philosophical, and religious attitudes of the era or nation that influenced its creation. The work as a product of these attitudes thus appears as paradigmatic or symptomatic of an epoch or, in the context of the history of ideas, as a historical document of ideas, opinions, and views. Beyond such symptomatic qualities, the extent to which the work itself actively participated in forming these ideas, opinions, and views requires scrutiny as well.
Iconological analysis seeks to reconstruct traditions and reveal layers of meaning by critically investigating literary sources of various provenances, including documents from everyday culture and superstition as well as evaluative categories such as "high" and "low," transcend disciplinary boundaries, and proceed by covering various periods, occasionally anachronistically, when searching for correlations among traditional forms of representation and motifs (Beyer 1992) .
The underlying assumption that every form is a historical phenomenon and has a history of its own must therefore also apply to the interpretation of technical and scientific images and be the starting point of their iconological analysis. The latter takes into account first of all the image's specific scientific context; in so doing, it relies on knowledge from other disciplines. To decode the ways in which scientific and technical images create meaning, iconological analysis examines their functions within productive and epistemic processes and attempts to identify the formal properties of images by examining the interplay of technological conditions, design inter-ICONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS FIG. 4 (left) part of such an analysis, as must the attempt to position scientific and technical images in an overall history of forms of visual representation. Such classification creates a cultural context that does not efface the distinction between the scientific and the popular, between art and non-art, but provides insight into the exchanges, interactions, and interconnectedness of these areas. The challenge of an iconology of scientific imagery, then, is to establish a balance between this integration into a broader history of images and the attention to specific scientific and technological contexts.
Early X-ray images, which, apart from their medical purposes, made it possible actually to see through a wide range of objects, are an exemplary field for such iconological analysis. Once described and historically classified, they may be interpreted as an expression of the voyeuristic curiosity and widespread mania for translucency typical of fin de siècle culture. That culture expanded around 1900 into diverse scientific and popuventions, and scientific convictions. In light of the ideas proposed by the Polish philosopher of science Ludwik Fleck, then, the aim is to reveal the extent to which social and psychological aspects influence the creation of scientific images that develop in what Fleck called a "communication of ideas" among the scientists. He investigated this process under the headings "thought style" and "thought collective" (Fleck 1979) . The method of iconological analysis also focuses on the productive interventions of scientists and apparatuses and their impact on the aesthetics and visual effects of the images.
In order to examine the diverse purposes and claims of scientific and technical images, iconological analysis also relies on contemporary texts such as scientific reports and papers. It inquires into possible references to scientific discourses and into models and traditions of representation within and outside specific disciplines. The transfer of images to the public sphere, their popular reception, and the repercussions in science must also be lar areas and still affects the visualization strategies of today's medical imaging processes. (figs. 1-8) Collections of drawings by sixteenth-century natural philosophers in which traditional representations of monsters and mythical creatures are presented on an equal footing next to images documenting individual observations are another example. This juxtaposition is virtually incomprehensible in the perspective of today's understanding of taxonomy. Yet the iconological method reveals, for example, the pictorial traditions inherent in the discourse on natural philosophy in Aldrovandi's picture collection and the concept of nature that is expressed in the composition of such a collection. Case Studies
According to a traditional understanding, scientific images attain a purpose outside themselves by referring to phenomena and data. Since the 1980s, however, scholars in the field of science studies have increasingly pointed out that the traditional notion of a correspondence between a scientific image and a discrete object is untenable because it is impossible to clearly correlate the representation with what is represented. Consequently, the question of the referent in science cannot be posed in the sense of a simple illustration of, and references to, reality. The philosopher of science Ian Hacking contributed a vital impetus to the discussion of these issues in the early 1980s with his book Representing and Intervening. He emphasized that representation is only possible through the experimenter's intervention, so the represented can only emerge out of the intervening construction of a representation (Hacking 1983) . According to this view, representation cannot be understood in terms of references to reality or a correspondence with a discrete object; it must be conceived in terms of constructive processes (Lynch 1990 Hagner 1997) . For this reason, the philosopher of science Hans-Jörg Rheinberger has proposed dispensing with the word representation in the context of the experimentalinstrumental acquisition of findings and speaking instead of "visualizations" (Rheinberger 2001). Furthermore, in studying experimental practices, the history of science has highlighted the reference of representations to other representations. These references are shaped by complex referential practices. Many authors writing on the history and philosophy of science therefore use the term chains of representations (Pickering 1995 , Latour 1999 to metaphorically describe the process of one representation transforming into another. This approach has always been practiced in the field of art history, where works are related back to their preliminary studies. Sketches, designs, and models also raise the question of how steps in the transformation from preliminary stages to the final work are to be interpreted (Morgan et al. 1984) .
The ethnologist and sociologist of science Bruno Latour has made a central contribution to the concept of a chain of representations with his field study of a survey of the Amazon rainforest, which describes in detail how the scientists initially gathered and sorted plant and soil samples so as to reduce them over several stages to sketches and graphics. Latour emphasizes that, with each of these transformations, there is discontinuity, while there must also be constancy and resemblance. Latour sees the reference here not in a mimetic correspondence between the chain's first and final links-in his example, between the jungle on the one hand and the diagrams of the jungle that were eventually published on the otherbut in the properties of the chain. Each link in the chain must necessarily refer to a previous one, and the chain must be able to be traced back to its beginnings (Latour 1999). The universality of this approach lies in the description of the transition and transformation between different media, such as objects in collections, graphs, drawings, and diagrammatic images (Figs. 1a-1c and 2a-2g) . In this connection, Latour emphasizes the existence of specific conventions for different forms of representation. This suggests the importance of the media characteristics of different forms of representation: knowledge, too, is shaped by the media it is presented in. What should be investigated, then, is how the knowledge represented changes with such transformations of the media (Mersch 2006 
The Technical Procedure of Shaft-Weaving
Ziegler's notations cannot be appreciated without a basic familiarity with the loom for which they were set down, the shaft loom, which had come into general use in Europe in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; see figure 5 for a schematic illustration of a shaft loom. As the name indicates, the distinguishing feature of this weaving technology consisted of a system of shafts the weaver raised and lowered using pedals or treadles. To create a specific pattern using this process, the warp-the system of parallel threads held taut by the loom-is divided into groups and individually threaded through the eyelets (heddle eyes) of a system of threads running vertically between the shafts. Moving like the arms of a marionette, the shafts can raise the groups of warp threads, opening a "shed" through which the weaver passes the shuttle with the weft. 10 The operation of the shafts resembles that of an organ: by stepping on one of the pedals, the corresponding shafts raise a set of warp threads before the weaver picks the shuttle-that is, inserts a single weft thread-and drop back once the pick is complete. Operating another treadle reopens the shed for the weave (the "ground" of the figure-ground distinction, as it were) in patterned fabrics. Yet Bild was in pattern-weaving also the general term for the schematic draft for a fabric made on paper; it is the historical term, that is to say, for pattern notation in weaving.
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The forms of patterns treated in Ziegler's publication represent a complicated special weaving technique practiced primarily in southern Germany.
6 These were geometrically patterned fabrics in which the weavers combined shapes such as squares, lines, and triangles to create abstract designs; the textiles were produced on so-called shaft looms. Aside from Ziegler's notation, there existed other conventions on how to notate fabric patterns, but these did not circulate publicly until the age of the encyclopedia in the eighteenth century.
7 Ziegler was thus one of the first to publish on the art and techniques of weaving, ending the guilds' exclusive control over what had heretofore been a strictly kept secret.
8 All of these forms of fabric pattern notation differed considerably from the well-known pattern drawdowns used in planning pictorial patterns ( fig.  4) , despite the sometimes close visual resemblance.
9 The latter patterns, which could be implemented in a variety of techniques, were widely disseminated in collections as far back as the early sixteenth century, but unlike the notations discussed here, they offered no directions regarding the technical realization on the loom. The following paragraphs will therefore address the technology of weaving and the question of what technical knowledge the notations connote. 12 For some fabrics, a black square indicates that the warp thread passes beneath the weft thread.
ribbing. The possible combinations of a mere four shafts already allow for much longer patterns than groups of four picks; threading the warp into a larger number of shafts makes even more complex patterns possible. The pattern-weavers of Ulm used looms ranging from eight to more than thirty shafts similar to the shaft loom for passementerie weaving shown in an illustration in Diderot and d'Alembert's Encylopédie ( fig. 6 ), taking the principle of shaft-weaving to the limits imposed by the need to arrange the shafts and treadles in the loom's legroom.
Marx Ziegler's System of Notation Compared to Contemporary Practice
The treadles, shafts, and warp threads of the loom return in abstract form in the notation on paper. The parallel arrangement of systems of threads and shafts in the device appears as orthogonal systems of lines forming rows and columns. By adapting the number of lines in the notations to the desired number of threads and shafts, the craftsman-artist can draft different patterns, not unlike the composer working on music paper, and plan their technical realization. To this end, the varying patterns are inscribed upon the scaffold of lines as series of strokes or dots, indicating to the weaver where he needs to tie knots and in what order he will have to operate the treadles.
The specific quality of the historical forms of notation is best understood by comparing them to today's prevailing convention, the draft.
11 Figure 7 illustrates the basic weave pattern for twill as it appears in a modern textbook for manual weaving on a shaft loom. The arrows connect the schemata to the components of the loom they control. The structure of staggered squares shows the resulting weave as a pattern of black and white boxes. The modern drawdown here represents the order in which the threads interlace in the fabric: a black square tells the weaver that the warp thread passes over the weft thread; a white square, that the warp passes beneath the weft.
12 Three additional schematic representations accompany the drawdown. Along its upper edge runs the threading, which specifies the order in which the warp ends are threaded through subsequent row of the fabric, raising the next group of warp threads. The weaver throws the shuttle again, returning it to its initial position. The reed battens each row of the fabric to the completed fabric.
Depending on the weave to be created, different sets of warp threads are grouped together on several shafts. Two shafts (as shown in fig. 5 ) are sufficient for the plain or linen weave; all other weaves require more than two shafts. Threads may then be divided into a correspondingly larger number of groups and raised by operating the appropriate treadle. For instance, in order to produce a four-weave twill (the weave in denim, among other fabrics) with a "step" or offset between rows, the weaver counts off the warp ends from one to four and threads them into the first, second, third, and fourth shafts accordingly. Operating the treadles one after the other before beginning afresh creates the characteristic diagonal One of the most spectacular drawings from Aldrovandi's collection shows two vipers ( fig. 1) . 5 The animals raise their heads in an aggressive posture; their bodies are intertwined to form a slightly asymmetrical ornament. The trompe-l'oeil drawing presents the vipers in a pictorial space that is visually continuous with the beholder's own environment, an effect underlined by the shadows and the use of perspective. The writhing snakes seem to come dangerously close to the beholder. The animals originally belonged to Francesco de' Medici, who sent the living specimens to Bologna to have them studied. At the same time, Aldrovandi had also asked for a drawing of the vipers-a prescient request, as it soon turned out: one of the two animals died during transport to Bologna, the other shortly after its arrival.
6 The death of the rare specimens left the collector with nothing but their likenesses. One of the functions of drawings in Aldrovandi's research practice was evidently to provide a vivid documentation of the forms of nature that would survive their physical demise. It remains remarkable, however, that a picture as dramatic and suggestive as the draftsman Jacopo Ligozzi's portrayal of the snakes would be used in this context. Ligozzi gave a very precise depiction of the animals, but what he shows is more than the phenotype of a rare species of viper: the use of trompe l'oeil also conveys a vigorous impression of the danger they pose, vividly illustrating an aspect of their nature as well. Drawings constituted one part of Aldrovandi's natural history collection, which also included natural objects and preserved specimens; 7 herbariums containing dried vegetal specimens and collections of drawings of plants, numerous wood engravings made after the drawings, and a library. 8 The collection of animal drawings, which is now in the library of the University of Bologna, consists of six large leather-bound tomes.
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The order in which the folios appear today obeys no recognizable system, instead laying out a vast and confusing mosaic of all sorts of conceivableprobable as well as less probable-forms. There are depictions of reptiles ( fig. 1), birds (fig. 2), mammals, fishes (fig. 3), insects (fig. 4) , prodigious births and monsters, seashells and snail shells, and fossils ( fig. 5 ) but also empty sheets and others containing unfinished drafts ( fig. 6) , indicating the collection's incompleteness and openness to further expansion.
As shown in the following pages, Aldrovandi always devoted particular attention to his drawing collection. The importance he ascribed to it is also suggested by his writings, where he frequently refers to his drawing collection with particular pride. In addition, he expounded on the significance of images for the study of nature in numerous imagetheoretical treatises. 
